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Background

When I talk to individual nurses, regardless of their grade, role, area of work or years of service:

The passion for nursing is still there

The reasons they came in to nursing have not gone away...

...so why then, do some people not have a good experience of nursing care?
Despite all of these
We are still having the same conversations
Jane Cummins, CNO
6 ‘C’s of Nursing

NHS Change Model

Our shared purpose

Leadership for change
Spread of innovation
Improvement methodology
Rigorous delivery
Transparent measurement
System drivers
Engagement to mobilise
Communication

Compassion
Courage
Competency
Commitment

Making sense of it all to bring a shared purpose to life
To secure clinical commitment to delivering and maintaining the best possible care we must align current system drivers and processes to quality improvement.

The NHS is facing unprecedented challenges and change. In order to deliver the best possible care to every patient, we need to manage the changes ahead, making sure that our processes and systems are aligned, this means making sure that the quality improvement intent is always clearly aligned to any change. Developing a culture of driving towards improved outcomes is what will enable and sustain change.

Throughout any change, we must ensure that ‘the best possible care’ we give is:

- Person centred
- Safe
- Evidence based (the right thing delivered at the right time)
- Documented clearly, accurately and timely

But it’s not just delivering care in the traditional sense, it’s about supporting people to take responsibility for their own health. Modern technology is changing the way people look for health information and the demands being placed upon healthcare systems, we need to help people to know where to find the right information – ‘care as an enabler’.

![Eneergise for Excellence: a call to action](Image)
Leadership that role models behaviours, skills and attributes to deliver compassionate excellence

It isn’t just about the care we give, but the way we give it. It’s about how we listen, what we say, what we do and more importantly, how we do this.

To show compassion we need to understand the impact of what we say and do.

We need to understand the patient experience and listen to the feedback. We need to see the person in every patient. This means showing compassion in a way that is professional but yet human, respecting boundaries but not being afraid to care.

Strong leadership at every level is required. Everyone has a responsibility for the delivery of high quality, compassionate care.
To commit is to be accountable for the rigorous delivery of change and to transparent measurement and evaluation for continuous improvement

We need to commit to innovate for improvement, exploiting modern technology and tools to:

- Change the way we communicate - with each other, with our patients, their carers, the public
- Support evidence based practice and...
- Ensure contemporaneous record keeping that is clear and supports...
- The delivery of the right care to the right person at the right time (first time)

We can only improve when we understand the impact of what we do and of course, of what we don’t do.

Being transparent means sharing with others and being open to feedback.

Without such commitment and accountability, we will fail to deliver sustainable improvements to healthcare delivery, health improvement and health promotion.
We need to build networks & relationships to engage and mobilise for improvement, to do this, we must communicate.

Engagement relies on communication. Real communication, not just talking, but observing and hearing. Sharing ideas and evaluating them with a wide range of people, including:

- Each other
- Our leaders
- Our patients
- Carers and relatives

This is what will nurture a shared purpose and mobilise people to work together to deliver continuous and consistent quality improvement.

This is essential if we are to understand the impact of what we do and ensure we deliver truly compassionate care.

We need to do this using a wide range of communication skills and tools, we need to innovate and exploit technology to help us do this effectively and meaningfully.
To innovate and improve requires not just commitment, but the courage to challenge sceptics and overcome barriers

If we are to really commit to making changes and to quality improvement, then we need to dig deep in difficult times to:

- Do the right thing
- Speak up and challenge when things are wrong
- Challenge and influence sceptics
- Challenge and influence those in more senior positions to you
- Be open to being challenged ourselves
- Overcome barriers to make things happen
- Be unafraid of leading by example, adopting innovations and change
- Be unafraid to make suggestions
- Don’t give up!
In a modern NHS, competency is not just required in the fundamentals of care, but also in quality improvement and emerging technologies

We all recognise that clinical competency means being knowledgeable and safe in all aspects of physical care delivery.

We all know that we should document the assessments we make and the care we give clearly, accurately and contemporaneously. We all understand the importance of this to the safe delivery of care by other care professionals involved in a person’s care.

We also need to be competent in a constantly evolving range of tools that impact directly on care and/or how we identify and communicate the care that is needed or has been given.

We need to develop competency in measuring the effectiveness of what we do, developing and using evidence based practice and improvement methods in order to delivery the best possible care at the right time and in the right place.

We need to be able to deliver and measure improvements in a structured, planned and proven way, which means we need to have competency in involving our patients and the public.

For competency to be maintained and flourish, we need confidence. Confidence in what we are doing and in those around us. We need those we are leading to have confidence in us and we need those who delegate to us, to support and develop our confidence as we undertake new roles.

Most importantly we need our patients and the public to have confidence in us, in our confidence and competence to involve them and to deliver safe, high quality care.
In Summary

6 little words can drive improvement:

- Safe high quality **Care** must remain the system driver
- **Compassion** comes from understanding the impact of what we say and do
- We must be **Committed**, transparent and rigorous in measuring the effectiveness of what we do
- To mobilise and engage people you need to **Communicate**
- It takes **Courage** to innovate, to challenge sceptics and overcome barriers
- You need to develop **Competence**, not just in nursing practice, but also emerging technologies and improvement tools. We need to develop confidence in our competence, in each other and from the public.

**How will we do this?**

6C’s to form the basis of a series of communications and activities. Using a variety of media to engage staff in conversations with each other, patients and the public that are without professional, hierarchal or other barriers, which energises staff to improve the consistency with which we deliver high quality care.

For further information on the 6C’s of Nursing: http://www.dh.gov.uk/health/2012/09/views-vision-nursing/
Further information on the NHS Change Model: http://www.changemodel.nhs.uk/pg/dashboard